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Abstract 

Problem- The theory of Relativity is premised on the constancy of the speed of 
light (c) in-vacuo. While  no empirical evidence convincingly shows the speed to 
be variable, nonetheless  from a theoretical perspective the invariance is an 
assumption. Need- It is possible that the evidence could be explained by a 
different theory. Approach- A non-local hidden-variable (NLHV) solution, the 
Cordus particule theory, is applied to identify the causes of variability in the 
fabric density, and then show how this affects the speed of light. Findings- 
Under these assumptions the speed of light is variable (VSL), being inversely 
proportional to fabric density.  This is because the discrete fields of the photon 
interact dynamically with the fabric and therefore consume frequency cycles of 
the photon. The fabric arises from aggregation of fields from particles, which in 
turn depends on the proximity and spatial distribution of matter. Results 
disfavour the universal applicability of the cosmological principle of 
homogeneity and isotropy of the universe.  Originality- The work proposes 
causal mechanisms for VSL, which have otherwise been challenging to 
ascertain. Uniquely, this theory identifies fabric density as the dependent 
variable. In contrast, other VSL models propose that c varies with time or some 
geometric-like scale, but struggle to provide plausible reasons for that 
dependency. This theory also offers a conceptually simply way to reconcile the 
refraction of light in both gravitational situations and optical materials. 
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1 Introduction 
The constancy of the speed of light in the vacuum was the central insight in 
Einstein’s work on general and special relativity [1], and forms the foundation 
of cosmological theory.  There is no empirical evidence that convincingly 
shows the speed of light to be variable in-vacuo. Nonetheless, from a 
theoretical perspective the invariance is an assumption, and it is possible that 
the empirical evidence could be explained by a different theory. In this paper 
we develop such a theory.  
 
We show that a variable speed of light (VSL) is a logical outcome for the non-
local hidden-variable (NLHV) solution of the Cordus theory. Postulating a VSL 
theory is not new, but other VSL theories are focussed on cosmological 
physics, whereas this originates in fundamental physics.  

2 Background 

Invariance of the speed of light 

The aberration of light, whereby the location of stars appeared to change 
depending on the velocity of Earth in its orbit, was an early indication that 
light had a finite speed [2]. In the late 1800s the propagation of light was 
believed to be through a medium called the luminiferous ether. One of these 
theories, the undulatory theory of de Broglie, Fresnel, Schrödinger and others 
[3, 4], proposed that the ether was generally at rest, except in transparent 
bodies where it caused refraction.  The Michelson-Morley experiment [5] 
directly tested the idea of Earth moving through a stationary ether, by looking 
for differences in the speed of light in orthogonal directions, and found no 
evidence to support such a theory.  
 
Einstein subsequently built special relativity (SR) on the radical premise that 
the speed of light is the same for all inertial reference frames [1]. Specifically, 
that the speed of light is invariant under any velocity or orientation of the 
inertial frame of observation (Lorentz transformation). Yet the constancy of 
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the speed of light is nonetheless an assumption. Einstein guessed rather than 
proved it, and designed it into special relativity. The invariance is therefore a 
premise of SR, rather than a proof thereof. However what is more convincing 
is that SR predicts time dilation and the relativity of simultaneity, and these do 
appear to be real. Furthermore, many subsequent measurements have 
supported the constancy of the speed of light. The most recent [6] set a lower 

limit on any local anisotropy Δc of the speed of light c as Δc/c ∼ 1×10-17, this 
experiment being conducted over one year, using a block of fused silica.    

Variable speed of light theories  

The constancy of the in-vacuo speed of light, at least on Earth, is well-
established, as are the effects of SR. Nonetheless there has been ongoing 
interest in whether the speed of light really is invariant [7-20]. The primary 
purpose of these endeavours has been to explore for new physics at deeper 
levels, with a particular interest in quantum-gravity. One approach has been to 
look for violation of Lorentz invariance in other settings [21]. For example, it 
may be that the invariance of c breaks down at very small scales, or for 
photons of different energy. However such searches have been unsuccessful 
[22].   
 
Another approach is cosmological. If the speed of light was to be variable, it 
could solve certain problems. Specifically, it has been proposed that the 
horizon, inflation and  flatness problems can be resolved if there were a faster 
c in the early universe, i.e. a time-varying speed of light [18].  There are several 
other applications of variable speed of light (VSL) theories [18, 23] including 
branes [24] and particle creation [25]. Another focus has been to use VSL to 
explain the Pioneer anomaly [26], e.g. using power law fitting [27]. 
 
In all these theories the difficulty is providing reasons for why c should vary 
with time or scale. They require the speed of light to be different at genesis, 
and then somehow change slowly or suddenly switch over at some time or 
event, for reasons unknown. None of these theories describe why this should 
be, nor do they propose underlying mechanics. This is ontologically 
problematic. Existing VSL theories cannot show a causal connection with 
existing physics, and therefore are not widely accepted.  

3 Purpose and Approach 
The purpose of this work was not initially to develop a VSL theory, though that 
is one of the outcomes achieved, but rather to identify whether there was a 
mechanism within the Cordus theory for c to have the value it does.  
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The Cordus theory is a specific type of NLHV solution [28]. Under this 
framework the vacuum is not entirely empty but comprises a fabric of discrete 
fields emitted by all particles [29]. The approach taken here is to identify the 
causes of variability in the fabric density, and then show how this affects the 
speed of light.  
 

4 Results 

4.1 Fabric of the vacuum  

Structure of the Cordus particule 

The starting premise of the Cordus conjecture is that particles are not zero-
dimensional (0D) points but rather have an internal structure. This structure is 
proposed to comprise two reactive ends, which are  a small finite distance  
apart (span), and each behave like a particle in their interaction with the 
external environment [28], see Figure 1. A fibril joins the reactive ends and is a 
persistent and dynamic structure but does not interact with matter. It 
provides instantaneous connectivity and synchronicity between the two 
reactive ends. This structure was first used to explain wave-particle duality in 
the double-slit device [28], and has subsequently been applied to diverse 
other phenomena such as nuclide stability/instability [30, 31] and 
asymmetrical baryogenesis [32]. 
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Figure 1: The structure of the photon as proposed by the Cordus theory. The particule has an 
internal  structure comprising two reactive ends that energise together (whereas massy 
particules energise in sequence), and emit discrete forces into the fabric in the process.  The 
emission is reversed at the next frequency cycle. Hence the energy is extracted from the 
fabric at one reactive end and instantaneously emitted at the other, and then this cycle is 
reversed. In contrast massy particules release their discrete forces, and this makes up a 
fabric of discrete forces in the vacuum. Image reproduced from [33] by permission of the 
author. 

 
This is a non-local solution: the particule is affected by more than the fields at 
its nominal centre point. Each reactive end of the particle is energised in turn 
at the de Broglie frequency of that particle, which is dependent on its energy. 
The reactive ends are energised together for the photon, and in turn for 
matter particules [34]. The span of massy particles shortens as the frequency 
increases, i.e. greater internal energy is associated with faster re-energisation 
sequence, hence also faster emission of discrete force and thus greater mass. 
 
The Cordus theory proposes the following lemma: 
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Each interaction of a photon with the fabric requires a frequency cycle. 
(Lemma 1) 

Consequently the de Broglie frequency of a particule is  inversely proportional 
to fabric density. 

The nature of forces and fields 

The theory proposes that each matter particle emits discrete forces at each 
energisation, and these are propagated out into the external environment 
surrounding the particle. The particle continues to emit more discrete forces 
each time its reactive ends energise. This sequence of emissions makes up a 
flux tube of discrete forces that are propagated into the external environment. 
Furthermore the discrete forces are not consumed by interactions with other 
particles, but instead continue to travel away from the particule that emitted 
them. The aggregation of many such discrete forces from many neighbouring 
particules creates the electro-magnetic-gravitational (EMG) fields.  
 
A physical explanation then arises for fields, namely that the direct lineal 
effect of the discrete force provides the electrostatic interaction, the bending 
of the flux line carries magnetism, and the torsion provides the gravitation 
interaction. These are all interactions of discoherent matter, whereas the 
strong force is predicted to be only applicable to coherent assemblies [35]. 

Fabric 

The overall result is that the space in and between matter particules is filled 
with a fabric of discrete forces [29]. The fabric therefore corresponds in the 
first instance to the gross (rather than net) electrostatic field, more specifically 
to the local sum of the absolute values of the individual electric fields from 
negative and positive charges. Since matter in large quantities is most 
commonly neutral in charge, the net electrostatic field can be negligible small, 
but even in such situations the gross field may be large. It is therefore more 
helpful to associate the fabric with the gravitational field, which takes one sign 
only, and is more apparent at cosmological scales. In both cases the form of 
the dependency is the same, being 1/r2.  
 
Thus in the Cordus theory the fabric comprises the moving discrete forces 
generated by matter particules within the observable universe [29]. It is 
relevant to note that this fabric can be relativistic ‘in that for an isotropic fabric 
the propagation speed of the photon is the same in any direction, regardless of 
the motion of the body emitting the photon’ [29]. Thus relativity can be 
recovered, at least in special inertial frames of reference where the fabric 
happens to be isotropic.  
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The fabric also distinguishes the vacuum within the universe from the void 
before genesis, and is the reason for the existence of electrical and magnetic 
constants of the vacuum. The Cordus theory further requires that the density 
of the fabric φ determines those constants and gives the speed of light a 
particular value.  

4.2 Variable fabric density 

The logical consequence of this hypothesis is that the fabric density of the 
vacuum is spatially variable, being determined by the proximity and local 
spatial distribution of  matter, and in this regard is no different to the 
variability of EMG field strength.  Hence also the fabric density is constrained 
by the observable universe. Thus matter that is too far away might be unable 
to send its discrete forces to a specific location of interest, and therefore does 
not contribute to the fabric density at that point. The complementary principle 
is that the fabric density is diluted by an expanding universe. These principles 
are summarised in the systems notation of Figure 2. 
 
Furthermore, this means that the fabric will be anisotropic, since it depends 
on the spatial distribution of matter. It may be locally isotropic where the 
matter is uniformly distributed. However the theory predicts that the fabric 
will be highly anisotropic out towards the boundary of the cosmos [29].  
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Figure 2: The fabric is proposed to have a variable density, due to the spatial distribution of 
matter within the universe. Consequently there are two effects to consider, the anisotropy 
and density of the fabric. It is the density effects that are of particularly interest here, 
because of the implications for the speed of light. This diagram represents the proposed 
relationships of causality and the logical structure of the argument, and uses the integration 
definition zero (IDEF0) [36] systems engineering notation.   

 
Thus it is proposed [29]:  
(1) That the fabric is only approximately homogeneous and isotropic within 
the central compartment of the universe where matter is abundant;  
(2) That the fabric density progressively decreases and becomes increasingly 
directional nearer the cosmological boundary.  
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Consequently the Cordus theory denies the universal applicability of the 
cosmological principle of homogeneity and isotropy of the universe, and 
instead proposes that these principles are only approximately true. 
Nonetheless, for privileged situations within the universe, such as inside 
galaxies or far from any galaxy, the night sky is approximately homogenous, 
and therefore the fabric density is also approximately isotropic and apparently 
constant in such situations.  
 
Having proposed a means whereby the fabric may be inhomogeneous, we 
now consider the implications for the speed of light.  

4.3 Dependency of speed of light on fabric density  

Propagation of the photon in the fabric of the vacuum 

The Cordus theory proposes that the photon is different to other massy 
particules in that its discrete forces are emitted and withdrawn, as opposed to 
being released [34]. The discrete forces of the photon can alternatively be 
considered to involve energy that is borrowed from the fabric. Consequently 
the photon can also be considered a type of electromagnetic transient within 
the fabric. This explains why many photons can share the same space:  one 
photon imposes a distortion on the discrete forces of the fabric, and the 
distortions of multiple co-located photons are cumulative. This is consistent 
with electromagnetic (EM) wave theory, though the Cordus theory proposes a 
dipole arrangement rather than a point, and discrete forces rather than 
continuous EM fields. 
 
Thus we propose that the photon interacts dynamically with the fabric. Each 
interaction requires a frequency cycle of the photon, since the photon’s 
discrete forces are only generated when it re-energises. Hence frequency 
cycles of the photon are consumed with fabric interactions. This implies that 
denser fabric requires more frequency cycles of the photon per distance 
traversed (and less dense fabric requires fewer photon frequency cycles). 
 
Complementary to this is the Cordus theory for time [37], which proposes that 
time at the fundamental level consists of the frequency oscillations of the 
particules concerned. Thus time at the fundamental level is locally generated 
and an emergent property of matter, rather than being universal or being a 
dimension of space-time. Nonetheless the space-time concept can be 
recovered for the macroscopic level. This is because a disturbance in one body  
(e.g. its movement in space) is communicated to other bodies via photons, 
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massy particules, or discrete fields, Thus time at the macroscopic level is also 
universal and relative, which is consistent with the perspective of general 
relativity. 
 
Consequently the Cordus theory predicts that the time taken for the photon to 
traverse space depends on the fabric density. This is because greater fabric 
density means more interactions that the photon has to make, hence more of 
its frequency cycles are required, hence time runs slower for the photon 
relative to a frame of reference with sparser fabric. Thus we propose a time 
dilation effect whereby the photon takes longer time to cross a unit distance 
when in a fabric that is denser than the Observer's frame of reference. This 
conclusion also relies on a lemma:  
 

That fundamental spatial geometry is invariant, such that it is 
meaningful to consider a unit distance being the same whatever the 
fabric density.  

 
This is consistent with the Lorentz length contraction being a kinematic effect 
associated with the time-dilation and the relativity of simultaneity, rather than 
being a static effect. 
 
The outcome is that the Cordus theory predicts that the speed of light 
depends on the fabric density, which in turn depends on the proximity and 
spatial distribution of matter. Higher (lower) fabric density is expected to 
cause slower (faster) photon propagation. The system model for this is shown 
in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: The Cordus theory predicts that the speed of light depends on the fabric density, 
which in turn depends on the proximity and spatial distribution of matter. Higher (lower) 
fabric density is expected to cause slower (faster) photon propagation.  

 
 

Fabric density transformations for speed of light in-vacuo  

We introduce the new term situation to refer to an inertial frame of reference 
with a specific fabric density φ. Thus in this theory the local fabric density is an 
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important variable along with the motion of the observer. In contrast relativity 
is only concerned with the latter. 
 
In the general case the particule B with velocity vB1 starts in situation 1 with 
fabric density φ1 and frequency fB1. It subsequently moves into situation 2 of 
different fabric density φ2 where its velocity becomes vB2 and its frequency fB2 
as measured in situation 2.  The speed of light is the saturated speed of 
propagation of discrete forces. In turn that is affected inversely by the fabric 
density. Hence the speed of light in situation 2 becomes: 

 
or 

 
(1) 

For example, if the Observer travelling with particule B moves into a situation 
φ2 of lower fabric density, then the local speed of light c2 increases, though it 
remains relativistic (is not affected by the velocity of the emitting particule) 
and is homogenous within that situation (providing there is no gradient to the 
fabric density).  Consequently the Cordus theory is a variable speed of light 
(VSL) theory, in addition to being a non-local hidden-variable theory with 
discrete field emissions. 

5 Discussion 

5.1 Outcomes 

This theory proposes that the speed of light is dependent on fabric density.  In 
turn fabric density depends on the spatial distribution of matter in the local 
situation and the wider universe. This is a novel contribution to the VSL field, 
because (a) it proposes an underlying physical mechanism for the speed of 
light to be variable, which is otherwise exceedingly problematic, (b) it predicts 
a specific relationship between speed of light and fabric density, and this may 
be testable and falsifiable, (c) it recovers the Einsteinian assumption of the 
invariance of the speed of light, as a special case of isotropic fabric density, (d) 
it accommodates the relativity of light emissions, i.e. that the emitted speed of 
light is independent of the velocity of the emitting body.  Thus the theory is not 
hostile to general and special relativity, but asserts that those theories are 
restricted to special situations where fabric density is constant.  
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5.2 Applications 

Why does the in-vacuo speed of light have the value it does? 

The speed of light we observe is merely the value that occurs in our vicinity 
due to the background fabric density in this part of the universe. In turn, that is 
determined by the distribution of matter in the Milky Way plus contributions 
from the rest of the universe. Those other contributions are predicted to 
decrease as the universe expands, hence increasing the local speed of light as 
the universe evolves.  

How does gravitational bending of light occur? 

The gravitational field around a star creates a radial gradient in the fabric 
density. A photon with a Cordus particule structure has two reactive ends, and 
the discrete forces of these recruit a volume of space around each end. Where 
the density is higher, the recruitment process takes more time, i.e. there is a 
tendency for that reactive end to energise at a slower frequency. However the 
fibril mechanics of the particule does not permit different frequencies of the 
two reactive ends, as this would desynchronise the assembly and cause 
instability. Consequently the reactive end that experiences the greater fabric 
density, the one more medial to the star, recruits a smaller volume of space in 
the time available and thus moves forward a smaller increment. Hence the 
velocity of that reactive end is slower, and the locus of the particule is bent. 
This theory also predicts that the effect should depend on initial photon 
polarisation.  

Refraction at transparent bodies 

A body of matter, e.g. a glass prism, locally densifies the fabric density. The 
incident photon experiences a change in fabric density when it encounters the 
optical interface between the first medium (e.g. air) and the body of matter. 
That reactive end closest to the situation of higher fabric density will be 
retarded in its motion, as per the gravitational explanation above, and the 
locus with therefore bend. This is also consistent with the observation that 
transparent materials of higher density have higher refractive indices. 
Elsewhere the Cordus theory recovers the quantitative formalisms for 
reflection and refraction [28].  

5.3 Implications 

The outcome is that the Cordus theory rejects the concept of the invariance of 
the in-vacuo speed of light. Consequently this theory is contrary to special and 
general relativity. Nonetheless the theory accepts relativity as valid concept 
where the fabric density is sufficiently constant.  Consequently the Cordus 
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theory denies the universal applicability of the cosmological principle of 
homogeneity and isotropy of the universe, and instead proposes that these 
principles are only approximately true. The Cordus theory accepts the existing 
mathematical formulism of relativity and quantum mechanics as useful 
approximations in certain well-defined situations. 
 
There are a number of implications of this theory. We have anticipated a 
mechanism which causes the speed of light to be situationally specific. This is 
conceptually consistent with gravitational bending of light and with relativity 
as a special case for situations where fabric density is constant. But what of 
situations where the fabric density is anisotropic? A variable speed of light has 
wide-ranging implications for theory development, since all of relativity is 
premised on its constancy. One example would be the black hole event 
horizon. The Cordus theory proposes that the speed of light is inversely 
proportional to fabric density, which in turn depends on the gravitational field 
strength. Consequently the speed of light slows down in a stronger 
gravitational field. This means that the light attempting to escape a black hole 
would be slowed, not stopped, thus there will be no event horizon. Instead the 
emitted light will be increasingly red-shifted and delayed in its escape. 
Furthermore the Cordus theory predicts that matter particles occupy a volume 
(the space between their reactive ends), and consequently there is no 
singularity at the centre of the black hole. These predictions have further 
implications for black hole cosmology. Obviously the Cordus theory is 
conjectural at this stage, so these implications are not definite. Nonetheless 
there are potentially profound implications if the theory were to be valid, and 
even if it were not there is still value in providing candidate new solutions to 
old unsolved-problems.  

5.4 Limitations 

While the implications may be profound, the concept still has many limitations. 
The work presented here is primarily of a theory-building type, and thus 
conceptual in nature. Consequently the mathematical formalism is not 
explicitly developed, and this is left for future work. It is also an exotic theory, 
on several counts: it proposes structure at the sub-particle level; it is non-local; 
it includes the concept of a fabric; it proposes that time is not a dimension but 
a property of matter; it is a variable speed of light theory; it denies the 
universal applicability of the  cosmological principle of homogeneity and 
isotropy of the universe. It is thus appropriate to be cautious about the validity 
of the theory, and to consider it a candidate new physics rather than a proven 
fact. 
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5.5 Implications for future research 

If this theory is true then the many applications in cosmology that assume 
invariance of c would need to be revisited.  The Cordus theory started as a 
NLHV theory at the particle level, as evidenced by the multiple papers on 
particle related topics such as nuclear structure and decay processes, e.g. [31, 
38-41]. However the same principles have also been found to be applicable at 
the cosmological scale. Specifically, the theory provides candidate solutions 
for a genesis route from pair production [41] through to asymmetrical genesis 
[32]. The asymmetrical genesis theory is a novel proposition in its own, in that 
it proposes a production route that has not previously been considered and 
which is falsifiable. It also solves both the baryogenesis and leptogenesis 
problems simultaneously, which is otherwise difficult to accomplish. Other 
aspects of the theory extend to the horizon problem [29] and to a novel 
formulation of the origins and arrow of time [37]. It is interesting that all these 
solutions do not conflict with either quantum mechanics or relativity. Instead 
those other theories become approximations of the deeper mechanics 
conceptualised by the Cordus theory. To the extent that the Cordus concept 
may be valid, it is therefore worth further developing and testing the theory 
for its potential to provide a deeper unification. Future research work streams 
could be directed at transforming the conceptual representation into 
mathematical formalism, which would be amenable to further investigation. 
There is also other conceptual work that might be undertaken, for example to 
explore gravitational-inertial mass equivalence, alternative explanations of 
dark matter, dark energy, and inflation.  

6 Conclusion  
The Cordus theory rejects the concept of the invariance of the in-vacuo speed 
of light, and instead proposes that the speed depends on the fabric density. 
The theory also provides a description of the composition of that fabric. This is 
in terms of an aggregation of discrete forces from many neighbouring 
particules to create an electro-magneto-gravitational (EMG) fabric.  
 
There are several key concepts that differentiate this Cordus theory from 
other VSL theories. The first is the provision of a NLHV structure, the discrete 
force concept, and the idea that the fabric density at a location is variable 
being determined by the proximity and local spatial distribution of  matter. 
The second is the idea that the discrete fields of the photon interact 
dynamically with each discrete force of the fabric and therefore consume 
frequency cycles of the photon. The third is that frequency cycles correspond 
to elapsed time, and therefore the traverse time of the photon depends on 
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the fabric density. Thus we are proposing a time dilation effect whereby the 
photon  takes longer time (shorter time) to cross a unit distance when in a 
fabric that is  denser (sparser) than the Observer's frame of reference.  
 
This work makes several original contributions.  The first is to provide a 
variable speed of light theory with a systematic conceptual grounding. The 
argument starts with reasonable assumptions from a NLHV design, and builds 
an explanation for VSL behaviour. The originality is doing this from the 
fundamental level upwards. In contrast existing VSL theories are posterior 
constructs, which do not explain why c should vary.  
 
A second contribution is the specific identification of fabric density as the 
dependent variable. In contrast, other VSL models propose that c varies with 
time or some geometric-like scale, and then struggle to provide naturally 
plausible reasons why c should depend on that variable.  The Cordus theory is 
unique in proposing fabric density as the variable. This also means that 
compared to other VSL theories, the Cordus theory does not require an abrupt 
switch in c during cosmological epochs. 
 
A third contribution is that this theory offers a conceptually simply way to 
reconcile the refraction of light in ALL settings, vacuum and optical materials. 
Optical theory already accepts that the speed of light is variable in any matter-
based medium. Furthermore it is a general principle of optics that the 
refractive index increases with the mass density of the medium. The Cordus 
theory explains this as the fabric within a transparent object being denser, due 
to the proximity of the massy molecules, than the vacuum. Thus it is proposed 
that the fabric of the vacuum extends into and through all massy objects, and 
those objects densify it locally. Thus the Cordus theory provides a 
parsimonious way to reconcile the phenomenon of the speed of light varying 
with refractive index, and the in-vacuo behaviour of light.  
 
A fourth contribution is that the Cordus theory reconciles many of the existing 
theories of light, despite their differences. Thus it accepts, albeit as 
approximations, the ideas from electromagnetic wave about light being an 
electromagnetic wave, that the vacuum is a medium, that the photon is a 
transient in the medium. It likewise accepts the quantum mechanics ideas of 
photons being individual items rather than waves. It also accepts, with 
caveats, the special relativity assumption that the speed of light is constant. 
The theory proposes that this is only approximately true because the mass 
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density distribution of the Milky Way creates a uniform fabric density, hence a 
privileged location. 

Falsifiable predictions 

The Cordus theory is a conceptual work, built on a starting conjecture for the 
structure of matter. Falsifiable feature of the theory are: 

1. That speed of light depends on fabric density. This feature differentiates 
the Cordus theory from all other VSL models.   

2. Another falsifiable prediction is that the speed of light is variant to this 
day. By comparison, some of the other VSL models that are time-based 
propose that the speed of light is now invariant.  
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